ABSTRACT

CPR RESPONSE TO THE
DRAFT EIS - LANDFILL
DIVERSION FACILITY
CPR Inc – Community Group dedicated to the
protection of the environment and health of the
community.

This is the CPR Inc response to the FOY Group Ltd draft
EIS created to support their plan to build and run a
Landfill Diversion Facility in Hume, ACT. CPR Inc.
considers at this stage, that there are innumerable
issues with this draft EIS. There remain many questions
about safety, environmental impacts and site location.
Without detailed accurate and independently verified
facts responding to our questions raised in this response
– we do not consider it safe for the community to
support building, what we regard as an experimental
fuel creation plant, so close to existing and intended
residential areas.

CPR Inc
For the protection of our environment and health.

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE TO THE PROPOSAL
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Those few members of the community who have been made aware of this proposal have been
given three weeks to digest and analyse a 900 page document which has been written in highly
technical complicated language. This is completely unreasonable and an unacceptable burden
on the community.
We commence this response by requesting that the EIS be re-written in plain English.
The new EIS should address the concerns detailed in this response and answer the questions
we have asked.
Further we request FOY set out a time table for filing the independent reports required to
support creating such a potentially damaging proposal in the ACT.
The new EIS should then be widely distributed to all areas of the ACT and Jerrabomberra and
Queanbeyan.
We request that, within the new EIS, FOY refrain from making emotive and exaggerated claims
about this project to members of the public. For example FOY refrains from telling people this
will solve the national landfill crisis or post photos of turtles chewing on plastic bags. (Neither
of which are true and both of which are emotive and biased). Similarly telling the public this is
“100% safe” is also untrue. Given the ‘unique’ nature of this proposal, the community of the
ACT deserves to be treated with respect, honesty and integrity. If FOY cannot adhere to those
values while promoting their proposal, - if their proposal cannot stand on its own merits
without FOY resorting to misinformation, inconsistencies, and a disingenuous emotive sales
pitch - it really does infer that this proposal is not safe, is created purely for the benefit of FOY
shareholders and will actually damage the environment and locale of the ACT.
We request that FOY remain consistent with their information when meeting with community
groups or talking to the media. By consistent we mean that FOY details within the new EIS
accurate and evidenced plans of what it proposes to build and then refers to this when
speaking to the community and media. So far, for example, we have had FOY tell media that
there will be no fuel storage on site, and then tell a community group it was 1,000 litres of fuel
and yet from the EIS itself we estimate that 1.8 million litres of fuel will be stored on site.
We request that FOY therefore be consistent and truthful in both the new EIS and in its
message to media and community groups.

FOY is a company based outside the ACT and the benefit, financial or otherwise, will not
flow to the ACT.
o What evidence and details of what profits (if any) will flow to the ACT?
o How will these profits will off-set both the inconvenience and potential dangers of
having this project in the ACT?
It is a largely experimental facility – the current working facility in Berkley Vale is a fraction of
the size proposed in the ACT, is at sea level and does not run 24/7.
o Why hasn’t FOY developed the Berkley Vale plant to the extent proposed in the ACT?
o What are the details of the EIS attached to the Berkley Vale Plant?
o What are the details of what restrictions, limitations, controls and monitoring are in
place for the Berkley Vale Plant.
o What are the details of the comparison size between the Berkley Vale Plant and the
proposed plant in Hume?
•

•
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The reason FOY picked the ACT has been clarified by the FOY representatives at the Rose
Cottage meeting as “The ACT planning was easier and the Government ‘more progressive”.
o What are all the details of all the other areas FOY looked at and what are the reasons
they were rejected?
o Please detail those aspects of State legislation – particularly relating to the
Environment – which were considered in Victoria, Queensland and NSW which
necessitated the development of this Plant in the ACT?
It is being presented as a “Solution to world-wide plastics pollution problem” – the plastics
being turned into fuel can be trapped in landfill and not produce any further pollution. The
picture of the turtle eating a plastic bag is misleading as this facility will not process this type of
plastic nor will it reduce microbeads and other pollutants.
o What is the relationship between the turtle eating the plastic bag and this proposal?
o What types of plastic will be shipped to the ACT and what were their previous uses?
o Can you explain the nature of the “worldwide” problem as it relates specifically to the
plastics that FOY are transporting into the ACT?
o Please detail how refining these plastics into fuel are creating a solution to the world
wide plastic problem – specifically how this refining is preferable, worldwide and
locally, to containing the carbon and pollution of existing hard plastics in land fill?
It will create unnecessary pollution in Canberra.
o How does this project fit into the current ACT Governments proposed carbon
reduction plan?
o How is this project, as FOY claim, environmentally friendly – specifically in reference to
the sustainable and renewable and non-polluting details of this proposal?
Canberra currently re-cycles 70% of its waste yet this facility will require that we transport in
waste from Queensland, Victoria and NSW. This effectively makes the ACT a dumping ground
for other States waste.
o What are the details of the cost – both financially and in terms of fuel/energy
pollutants required to transport the plastics to the ACT?
o What are the details of those businesses which FOY already have contracts with to
transport waste to Canberra?
o What are the details of independent monitoring, risk plans and mitigation plans in the
event of those companies failing to sort plastics correctly? We are referring to those
management plans which relate to the source of the waste – ie sorting plants in NSW,
Queensland and Victoria?
o What are the details of any other contracts for waste processing? Does FOY have any
other contracts or will FOY have any other contracts for the ACT Refinery to deal with
overseas plastic waste?
The response to the “plastic crisis” is to find a viable, renewable and sustainable replacement
of plastic – not to create more pollution by turning existing plastic into fuel and further
pollution by burning that fuel.
o How does FOY intend to support the reduction of existing carbon emissions in the
ACT?
No aspect of this facility is as claimed “environmentally friendly”. It is adding another layer of
pollutant and energy using process onto an already pollutant producing process.
o What are the exact levels of carbon and other pollutants which will be emitted from
the storage, sorting, transport and refining of these plastics and include the storage,
transport and eventual use of the fuel created?
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•
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o What is the overall details of all the emissions estimated to be created by this process?
It is largely experimental and as such it is wholly unsuitable to be built at the proposed scale –
given its potential dangers – so close to existing and proposed residential regions (and
increasingly important retail distribution hub) and in the site within an inversion zone.
o Which environmental boundaries are being used in the consideration of this proposal?
o How and on what authority has FOY been able to remain inside those boundaries?
o What areas and aspects of community use within ACT/Hume area which FOY has
considered?
o How has FOY defined these areas to enable it to remain within the existing ACT
legislation which determines the boundaries between fuel storage and existing
community use?
The community has little confidence in FOY’s estimates of the number of jobs created in the
ACT or of the economic benefit likely to accrue to the ACT. This facility is not intended to be
labour intensive.
o How and in what areas will these jobs be created?
o How they will relate directly to the ACT?
o Factually and precisely provide exact figures and costing to support the current FOY
claim of financial benefit to the ACT?
FOY will need to break down the numbers of people intended to be employed and the roles
they will undertake in the ACT. It is unreasonable, for example, to include truck/transport
drivers based outside the ACT and plastic sorters in Queensland etc and those executives and
shareholders making a profit whilst living in Sydney.
o Please provide a breakdown of which areas of this process will the people be
employed in the ACT?
o Please separate which of these jobs are new and which are existing – ie belonging to
the trucking company or employed by FOY in other areas currently?
The community cannot be expected to take the word of proponents of heavy industry projects
at face value. The community has a right to impartial advice and validation of those claims
made by proponents. By impartial we suggest respected experts such as the CSIRO, who would
not be willing to risk their reputations for payment.
o Please detail which independent body will be employed to consider the pollutants and
other technical areas in respect of this proposal?
o Please detail the payment set aside for these reports and those steps FOY have taken
to ensure independent reporting, and professional accountability within these expert
reports?

If the ACT Government approves this proposal, we will hold the ACT Government to account to
ensure the claimed standards of safety and care, which FOY claim this project will meet, are
indeed met.
If however this project is approved we will demand, because of the potential risks involved, that
the highest standards of real time monitoring are applied to this refinery.
If at any point the emissions claimed by FOY are exceeded, we will expect the refinery to close
immediately.
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INTRODUCTION
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
FOY Group Ltd first announced to the public that they were intending to create a new fuel creation
facility in Block 11 Section 21 (the site) in the New West Industry Park, Hume, by inviting the
community to a meeting on 30 August 2016.
•
•
•
•

Please detail when this project was first considered for the ACT?
Please detail what led to this project being placed in the ACT?
Please detail why other areas where rejected – including NSW, Victoria and Queensland?
Please detail why FOY could not just develop up the Berkley Vale Plant to accommodate the
waste from other states?

At the meeting, run by Purdon Planning, they announced they had letter box dropped 1600
leaflets informing local people of their plans. The meeting was attended by less than 100 people
most of whom stated they had not received leaflets, but had heard about the meeting from
community groups.
•
•

Please explain why FOY considered that 1600 leaflets was enough given the nature of this
proposal and the extent of the existing community residents and existing businesses in Hume?
Please explain why FOY considered -specifically in the light of the claim this is “safe and good
for Canberra” - that holding one community meeting before setting a three week time frame
for the community to consider 900 pages of EIS was sufficient consultation ?

Appendix R – Purdon Planning Pty Ltd Community Consultation Plan
page 1:
"Purdon Planning have been engaged by FOY Group Limited (FOY) to conduct
a public consultation process, which will form part of an Environmental Impact
Statement, regarding a proposed End of Life (EoL) Plastics to Fuel Facility on
Block 11 Section 21 Hume."
The Purdon Appendix R states on page 7: "No recreational groups have been
identified".
This is not only incorrect but Purdon have had dealings in the past with innumerable recreational
and interested groups in this area. With horse paddocks all around the plant site, the Government
Paddock User Group (GPUG), an affiliate of ACT Equestrian Association (ACTEA), clearly is a
stakeholder recreational group. Grass will accumulate pollutants, either from direct downfall on
grass already grown or with growing grass sucking nutrients from accumulated pollution. This will
affect livestock and grazing horses in the area. The other group not contacted -: "lease holders
and land managers of land potentially impacted by the proposal" would be Territory Agistment
who is a private contractor who manage the government horse paddocks across the ACT.
•
•

Please detail what efforts have been made by FOY to contact GPUG and horse agistment
owners and horse paddock users in the area?
What has been discussed with these groups?
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•
•
•

•

What concerns have these groups raised with FOY?
How does FOY intend to address/mitigate and remove those legitimate concerns regarding
the effects on the horse paddock and those who use them?
Please detail what other efforts FOY have taken to identify local groups?
Please list all the groups FOY has approached, met with and discussed these issues with?
Please give the details of the timeframes of these discussions? When did FOY identify the
groups? What date did they contact them? What appointments were offered? When did they
meet with the groups?
Please detail what efforts FOY made to give information to these groups in a clear, accurate
and un-emotive manner?

This opening example is the first of a number of concerns regarding how this matter has been
managed thus far by FOY and by Purdon. While it appears a minor point, FOY are proposing
building a major fuel storage and conversion plant – largely experimental – which regardless of
their protestations of “nil or minimal” will add pollutants to the local environment. Despite this
FOY have done minimal consultation with the local community and has already delivered a “draft”
EIS. The issue of the draft EIS will be discussed later.
It was less than reassuring for the community to hear at the Rose Cottage meeting that FOY was
doing “what was expected of them by the ACT Government”. Community consultation has
traditionally been poor in the ACT. Perhaps this was a key consideration as to why FOY
considered the ACT a good location to build its experimental plant?
•

•
•

We would like FOY to set out accurately those areas of the current ACT legislation in respect
to planning, environmental protection and all other relevant areas and how they relate to this
project?
Please set out the current legislation in respect to the boundaries between existing residents,
proposed residents and existing horse agistment users and the storage and/or refining of fuel?
We would like details of how FOY intend to keep within this legislation – including when fuel
trucks are on site or in the event of fuel trucks being unable to leave? Please provide all
accurate details in relation to these aspect of the proposal.
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Angie Drake – a Labor Candidate in the upcoming election commented when asked about this
proposal "..... the government has advised that they do not hold a view on the project and whether
or not it should proceed."
This is concerning to the general public of the ACT as the proposal should be a consideration of
the government’s and should have been a concern from the moment the use for the land being

From Simon Corbell:
“The Actsmart website has undergone improvements to provide information to make it
easier for Canberrans to discover actions they can take to lessen their carbon footprint,”
Mr Corbell said.
“The website provides information about ACT Government rebate and assistance programs
for homes, businesses, schools and the community.
“It also provides information and practical advice about saving water and
energy, reducing waste and greenhouse gas emissions.”
An exciting new feature is the Carbon Challenge, Actsmart’s newest web tool designed to
help residents reduce their energy use and cut emissions.
“The Carbon Challenge was developed by the Canberra Environment Centre as part of a
climate change grant and is a fantastic example of government collaborating with
community organisations,” Mr Corbell said.
“Climate change is a global problem and the ACT Government is committed to working
closely with the Canberra community to protect our environment and to ensure the ACT
becomes a sustainable city and clean economy into the future.
“I encourage Canberrans to visit the sustainability hub to not only participate in the Carbon
Challenge, but to also explore what’s happening with our climate and find out how the ACT
Government is leading the way in tackling climate change.”
purchased was discussed.
The population of the ACT is being extolled by the ACT Government to cut its carbon footprint.
The development proposed by FOY is neither environmentally friendly, carbon neutral nor is it
renewable or sustainable.
•

•
•

We require accurate and independent details of the complete emissions (those considered
benign as well as toxic or pollutant) which will be created by this proposal when running at its
maximum?
We require these figures to be described against the current ACT Governments “carbon
challenge”?
We would like an estimate of how much money the current ACT Government has spent on
advertising its “carbon challenge”?
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There is a new solar farm being created close to the FOY proposal.
CPR would be grateful if you would let us know when you have contacted the management of the
solar farm, what is the outcome of that meeting and their opinion of your proposal? While the
solar panels are poised to accumulate some coating over time we consider any emissions from the
FOY project are likely to coat and degrade the panels and reduce the panels’ electricity
generation. At the very least these emissions are likely to impose an additional cleaning and
maintenance cost on the solar panel operators.
•
•

We would like details of when FOY contacted the managers of the solar farm?
We would like details of the concerns of the solar far management and how FOY intends to
mitigate and remove those concerns?

A member of CPR dropped in on the solar farmers before the Rose Cottage meeting and gave them
the flyer. They sounded somewhat concerned about the emissions as they are in charge of keeping
the panels clean for the first 4 years. It is concerning to us that the “barest minimum” of
community consultation being done by FOY (or by Purdon on behalf of FOY) is really so little as to
be negligible.
FOY is a group proposing to invest supposed millions of dollars into a project which has an obvious
potential for an environmental disaster, yet it cannot do the basic review of the local area, the
local history and the community which is highly likely to be impacted. This is either lazy or
deliberate and neither of those two options are comforting for the community nor should it be for
the Government.
•
•

•

We would like details of when FOY is intending to conduct a thorough review and investigation
into the local community?
We would like details of who will be appointed to conduct this report and details of how FOY
intend to maintain integrity, independence and accountability for the community within this
report?
Please give details of how this report will be disseminated throughout the ACT?
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RESPONSE TO EIS
The community would like to see a report from the National Capital Authority about how this
proposal impacts the Monaro Highway and the visual impact of the “gateway” to the snowfields
as well being a busy main route through the ACT. The NCA sole purpose is to ensure that the
aesthetics of the ACT and its unique character as the Bush Capital are preserved. We look forward
to reading an independent report by the NCA (and accountable by the NCA) on how this proposal
will impact the ACT.
The community would like to understand whether the current Government considers this a
beneficial project for the ACT, community and environment and the reasoning it attaches to their
conclusions.
The community would like to have copies of all information, minutes of meetings and details of
claims made by FOY to the NCA and the Government in support of their application. If FOY are
confident in this project they will be sticking to an honest and open consultation and will have no
object to the Community being wholly involved in these discussions.

THE DRAFT EIS
It is highly unusual for a company to produce a draft EIS. It is more so unusual for the contents of
this draft EIS to be inaccurate. The community would be wise to consider the reasons for
producing a draft EIS and the meanings to be drawn from the inaccuracies of this document. None
of the conclusions are positive for FOY.
•

•
•

•

Given that there are innumerable mistakes, gaps and inconsistencies in the document the
community has been asked to review – please detail when a new report, addressing all of
these questions and concerns will be published?
Please detail which independent expert group will compile and address these concerns?
Please set out – in detail – what FOY intends to do should the outcome of an accurate and
independent report debunk those claims of “environmentally friendly” and “100% safe” made
by FOY?
Please set out at what point will FOY consider this project unfit for the ACT?

One consideration is that FOY is expecting the community to respond and produce an accurate EIS
– so that FOY can save money on producing an accurate independent one of its own. Whatever the
reason for FOY producing an inaccurate EIS – it is of concern that FOY would be working on
inaccurate and incomplete data whilst telling the community that there is no issue (potential or
otherwise) with this proposal.
•

Please explain in detail why FOY did not immediately commission an independent group of
experts to review, analyse and report on this project?
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Hi XXX
We are more than happy to meet and talk about the proposal. It is important that we get the
message out there that this is a facility which will have no adverse impacts on the community.
How are you placed next week to meet? Is Thursday a suitable day? While I am aware the listed
cutoff is 8 September for comments, we would obviously allow additional time to provide
comment to the process.
Let me know your availability and I will set up the meeting.
Kind regards
Richard Nash

Without accurate and thorough community consultation and without an accurate and complete
EIS, FOY and their representatives can only mean that it is the “message” that “…this facility will
have no adverse impacts on the community” which is important to them – rather than the reality.
Without accurate studies and consideration FOY cannot possibly make the above statement with
any confidence or honesty.
THE HISTORY OF THIS EIS – SO FAR
Proponent approaches ACT who identifies its development is in the Impact Track as it has
significant environmental implications. A scoping document is issued with questions from the
ACT agencies, eg Environmental Protection Agency, Land Development Authority and others.
This document gets put on the public legislation register.
Here's the scoping document for the EIS that
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2016-332/default.asp

ACT

requested

of

FOY:

This ties in with the Rose Cottage meeting in which FOY stated they had been working with ACT
for about 6 months. That EIS scoping request was issued 30 June and came in to effect 1 July
Draft EIS was then drawn up and submitted by FOY to ACT Government, according to the EIS
document versioning. Note FOY EIS document states first draft on 26 June (BEFORE the EIS
scoping document was published as above). Final EIS completed and submitted 27 July. EIS
requires consultation. Meeting held Tuesday 30 August, giving 3 weeks for public response by
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deadline 21 September. Allegedly 1600 stakeholders were identified and letter box dropped in
adjacent suburbs.
Nothing states an EIS needs to be independent. Just that it has to address the criteria of requests
in the scope. The agencies' representatives will then decide if they can make a decision that all
has been addressed or refer to the Minister (Mick Gentleman) to make a final decision if they
find it too difficult.

CPR Inc. has considered that our efforts in responding to this Draft EIS will be labour and time
intensive on our part and could well be a ploy to gain insight into the issues the community
identifies so they can be “fudged” and glossed over for the final EIS and/or merely a means to
have others do their work for them.
CPR Inc. is a community group created and sustained because we are committed to living within
the ACT community, protecting the environment and ensuring our community is as healthy and
sustainable as possible. To this end we have chosen to respond, in good faith, to the draft EIS.
Please do not confuse this response however with a naivety on our part about the intentions of
the FOY Group in filing an inaccurate and incomplete EIS at this stage of the process.
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CONCERNS FROM THE PUBLIC
The following is a selection of letters from members of the public to CPR and to the Canberra
Times which illustrate some of the concerns we are hearing:
In respect to this refinery proposal it is worth noting that the pollutants are more dangerous and
climate change effects worse than in the previous proposal for a gas fired power station. The 200
tonnes/day of waste plastic will be sourced mostly from Queensland, NSW and Victoria, so why
locate this plant near Gilmore, Chisholm and Macarthur?
The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) states that FOY will accept a daily processing of up to
ten tonnes of PET and up to two tonnes of PVC and PTFE (teflon) with little more control on
fugitive emissions of dioxins and organohalogens than retaining a sample of ingoing shredded
waste.
The community considers that FOYs acceptance of any contaminated waste to be processed in
the ACT is unacceptable.
FOY have not explained their intentions with detected contaminated waste. Given this will only
be detected off the trucks and in the refinery, we believe there will an economic imperative for
FOY to either burn regardless or ship locally to ACT landfill. We consider it extremely unlikely
that anything over the 12 Tonnes total of “permitted” contaminated waste detected will be
filtered out before refining and returned to the supplier.
Airborne pollutants seemingly adhere to Environmental Protection Agency guidelines, but the
plume is modelled with AUSPLUME. Its previous use for the powerstation was questioned given
southern Canberra’s prominent valley-and-ridge topography. A CALPUFF study then showed that
east-west winds interacting with north-south ridges create downward eddies, accumulating
pollutants in the valleys, right where people live. Residents of eastern Tuggeranong, eastern
Woden and Jerrabomberra should be concerned.
The EIS lists on-site fire risk and bushfire risk as very high and high, both miraculously reduced to
low with on-site mitigation measures of deckchair-rearrangement type. Has the government not
learned from the “Mitchell” fire disaster and the “Chapman” fire-tornado which reached
Wanniassa Hills above Hume?
Most fossil fuels should be left unburned to avoid global warming above two degrees. CO2intensive transformation of oil into plastic, back into fuel and gases and burned off into more
CO2 makes little sense. It will add more than 10% to the 2020 Canberra CO2 footprint, mocking
the 100% renewable energy target.

Danger of accumulating PVC and Teflon waste at Mugga tip
The first public consultation meeting on the proposed Hume waste plastic-to-fuel pyrolysis
facility has seen proponents, as expected, downplay the more obvious dangers but also,
unwittingly, expose the less obvious — increasing release of dioxin and organohalogen gases
from PVC and Teflon waste accumulating at Mugga Lane tip.
It became clear at Tuesday’s meeting that 80% of the 200 tonnes/day, 24/7, supply of nonrecyclable waste plastic will be sourced from NSW and is allowed to include up to 2 tonnes/day
of PVC and Teflon. Most will be removed from the pyrolysis-input train through chlorine-scanning
of the on-site shredded waste. Unwanted, the shredded PVC and Teflon are likely to be dumped
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at the nearby Mugga tip. So the clever ACT government may get rid of its unwanted waste
plastic, but will end up with NSW’s unwanted PVC and Teflon waste instead.
Dioxins and organohalogens from the shredded and thus more easily decomposing, daily
accumulating, PVC and Teflon pile are likely captured by the Mugga tip gas collection system, but
its simple methane burners are not geared for full decomposition of these dangerous pollutants.
The CALPUFF plume study for the Hume gas-fired power station has shown that prevailing eastwest winds interacting with Fadden’s and Isaacs’ prominent ridges will concentrate pollutants in
the valleys, right where people live, more so as the PVC and Teflon pile grows. Residents of
eastern Tuggeranong, eastern Woden and Jerrabomberra Valley may like to peruse, and
comment on, the DA’s Environmental Impact Statement.

I am becoming concerned that part of the dioxins and organohalogens formed during pyrolysis
of PVC and Teflon will not make it into the gaseous state (and then hopefully be caught and
destroyed), but will be left bonded in some way within the liquid phase.
These 'liquid' dioxins and organohalogens will form part of the diesel and petrol that is going to
be blended and sold in Discount fuel stores. They are going to be burned off in truck and car
engines and may well be sufficiently diluted to cause little worry when driving, ....but.....
Imagine a hurried mother putting her baby in the car seat, starting up the car engine, having to
rush back into the house to pick up what she forgot, car door and/or window open, and the baby
not only exposed to the accumulating fumes of a starting engine but also to its dioxin and
organohalogen content!
This is not a problem local to Macarthur/Gilmore/Tralee, or Berkeley Vale, or Texas USA. It is far
wider.
We should discuss policy. It may be an idea when we have put some submissions together to
contact national/international nature conservation and stop-fossil-fuel (eg 350.org)
organisations and try pressuring the ACT government through them. "Come to Canberra, enjoy
the kangaroos before they are shot, get high on dioxins"??
Environmental concerns about pyrolysis plant
Most fossil fuels should be left unburned to avoid global warming above two degrees. What
benefit is there in CO2-intensive transformation of oil into plastic and back into fuel, burned off
into more CO2? The 200 tonnes/day of waste plastic processed in the proposed Hume pyrolysis
plant will be sourced mostly from NSW. Why should this plant be operating next to Gilmore,
Macarthur and Tralee? A recent consultation flyer lists benefits and environmental controls, but
there are serious concerns.
Gases freed in plastic-to-fuel pyrolysis are commonly flared or fed into burners. Exhaust
scrubbers will reduce pollution, but the large, multiple sourced, throughput will put practical
limits on quality control of ingoing waste and outgoing pollutants, which will be blown over
nearby and further-out suburbs
The valley-and-ridge topography of southern Canberra is unsuited for the plant. Plume studies
for the abandoned Hume gas-fired power station showed that east-west winds interacting with
southern Canberra’s prominent north-south ridges create downward eddies, accumulating
pollutants in the valleys, right where people live. Residents of eastern Tuggeranong, eastern
Woden and Jerrabomberra should be concerned.
There are on-site and bushfire risks. Daily processing of 200 tonnes of plastic, producing 200
tonnes of fuel, will leave substantial flammables stored near burners — a worrying scenario for a
“Mitchell” fire disaster or a “Chapman” fire-tornado which reached Wanniassa Hills above Hume?
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Burning of the fuel and gases produced will add more than 10% to the 2020 Canberra CO2
footprint, making a mockery of Canberra’s 100% renewable energy target.

FOY GROUP FINANCES
FOY Commercial Viability and Inter-state Operations
It is important for the Community to understand the financial credibility of the FOY Group.
FOY’s share price was around $6.00 in the mid-nineties; down to around $0.90c in 2005 and
steadily declining since then. The company is, at the time of writing, suspended from trading on
the ASX but the directors are still communicating with shareholders via announcements. The share
price is around $0.005 per share (ie. ½ cent per share) with no discernible volume since mid-2015.
There was some trading in mid-2015, possibly corresponding with directors leaving or joining.
On the basis of the company’s mid-year quarterly report to the ASX, it is difficult to see where the
company raised the money to purchase the land in Hume. It is also difficult to see how the
company proposes to raise $18m to build the facility. It seems unlikely the market will support the
sale of 92,000,000 shares at $0.20 each as they have proposed.
•

Did the ACT government lend FOY the money to purchase this land?

The market did not correct the FOY share price around the time the Berkley Vale facility was
supposed to be going operational. If the new technology is as lucrative as promised, FOY’s share
price should have started climbing. In short - the market does not believe the technology is as
lucrative or environmentally-friendly as promised.
Operations at Berkeley Vale (BKV)
FOY’s Berkeley Vale plant (BKV) is one-quarter the size of the facility proposed for Hume but does
not burn plastic as is proposed for Hume (though according to the company this could be done
there). Rather the BKV plant sorts co-mingled fuel using supposedly similar equipment as proposed
for Hume.
•

What assurances do FOY offer the community that they will not start processing co-mingled
fuel on site at Hume as well (with a concomitant increase in vehicle movements and
emissions)?

At the community consultation meeting on 30 August 2016, FOY representatives stated that the
BKV plant was peacefully producing within 700 metres of residences. On examination, this
statement is rather disingenuous. While the nearest houses are probably less than 1,000m away,
the facility itself is in an industrial park west of the nearest houses with Lake Tuggerah and the
ocean slightly further east. The prevailing ocean breezes in the area would blow any noise and
emissions west over bushland.
Furthermore, the fuel farm at BKV is significantly smaller than the 1,890,000 litres proposed for
Hume with considerably less vehicular traffic on local roads. The BKV plant is not operating 24/7,
but reportedly five days per week, daylight hours only so there is less reason for the community to
complain about it. The information freely available on line pretty much suggests BKV is burning
200 tonnes of plastic per day but this is not the case. It was however, clearly FOY’s intention at
some point to expand BKV.
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•

If it is now only processing co-mingled fuel during the working week, what has gone wrong
with this plan? Please provide details.

Finally, the FOYSON-FOY relationship is not clear.
•

We request that FOY clarify whether FOY is just a new dusted-off version of FOYSON, or a new
company?

We believe FOYSON acquired IGE because they needed cash flow for their mining operations in
Papua New Guinea.
In July 2015, when shares last traded, they (FOY-FOYSON-IGE the relationship is unclear) were
planning a 200 tonne per day plant in Berkeley Vale (by June 2016 – which has not occurred); a
400 tonne per day plant in West Sydney by 2019; and a 400 tonne per day plant on the East Coast
by 2020.
Yet FOY ended up in Hume.
•
•
•

Can FOY explain to the community why their plans for Hume are any more likely to succeed
than their other plans?
If Wyong Council will allow an expansion to four reactors on site in BKV (as was clearly their
intention), why has the company not consolidated its investment there?
Can FOY explain why it would not be more economical to truck waste in from Sydney to BKV
(no more than 90 km away) rather than trucking waste into the ACT from Queensland and
Victoria? Please give detailed and evidenced answers to these questions.
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ISSUES WITH THE EIS
PVC & PTFE (TEFLON)
There is conflicting information in the various part of the EIS, and seemingly a further conflict with
information provided at the meeting, about the PVC and PTFE (Teflon) content of the waste plastic
supplied and what will be done with it.
The main EIS document (p 47) states that there should be less than 1% (in weight I
presume) of PVC and PTFE in the waste plastic supplied.
It was understood from what FOY said at the meeting on Tuesday that when any PVC and PTFE is
detected in the supplied material than that relevant batch will be rejected for processing. Ergo
there could be a maximum of 1% PVC/PTFE delivered, but none would be processed.
However, Appendix J (Feedstock Management Policies and Procedures Manual) states (1
Feedstock description) that PVC and PTFE content in the delivered feedstock should not
exceed 5%. This 5% limit is repeated subsequently (3 Feedstock Quality control) and makes
it less likely that it is just a typo and that it should be 1% as in the main EIS document .
Sections 6,7 and 8 of Appendix J describe then that the material (shredded to less than 20
mm [as delivered] and further granulated to grain size [on site] will be tested with a
handheld XRF unit for chlorine and Fluorine content and if this coarse check indicates
PVC/PTFE content is above 5% then a sample will be sent to a special laboratory for further
testing. If the lab outcome is that PVC/PTFE content is above 5% then the batch will be taken
back by the supplier. However if it is below 5% it will be processed (pyrolysed).So there you
are, up to 5% (10 tonnes/day) of PVC and PTFE (Teflon) will be processed per day.
•

With details and evidence – please accurately explain this discrepancy?
This presents a clear danger of fugitive release of dioxins (carcinogenic) and
organohalogens (highly toxic) despite all their claims that will be no fugitive
release of gases and that any dioxins and halogens formed in the pyrolysis process
will be trapped and further combusted (to harmless gasses?).

We are concerned with the true picture of PVC/PTFE. Dioxins and organohalogens are highly
dangerous gases, even in very low concentrations.
•
•

It appears we misunderstood FOY at the meeting. If this is so please explain – preferably with
independent and accountable evidence – the correct information?
Please explain why there are inconsistencies in this vital information?

Bevan Dooley (a representative of FOY) stated that there would be a conveyor belt feeding source
plastic to the kilns and that if an X-Ray showed any chlorine content that the conveyor would be
stopped and cleared, such that there would not be any PVC/chorine processed. This doesn’t match
with what we have found that up to 1% or 5% will be processed.
Bevan Dooley then went on later to talk about the cyclonic chamber burning at 1400 degrees
would remove fugitive particles and chlorine was mentioned again, as in it was expected to have
been created to some extent during pyrolysis but should get removed later in the scrubbing.
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•

•

•

We find it difficult to understand how FOY are claiming there will be no contaminants allowed
through – because of this conveyer belt process – yet at the same time mentioning that they
will allow some through – albeit below the allowed levels. This is clearly not a failsafe or
foolproof system and should not be described by FOY as such. Please explain why FOY used
the term “foolproof” when this is plainly not foolproof?
Please explain the exact level of contaminates getting through at Berkley Vale?
o How is this monitored?
o How is it independently verified?
Please explain how and in what way FOY intend for independent verification of this issue both
in report form and if this project is approved, how they intend to implement independent and
continuous verification of the system?

Statements in Appendix N Stormwater Management Plan - page 2 also indicate that FOY
recognises that toxins and pollutants will be released – despite what they stated previously:
Rain/Water Management
A first flush system is installed to capture the first 15mm of rain that falls on site
The first flush will be designed to capture any hydrocarbons or sediment to ensure
that these materials are not discharged to the environment. The first flush
hydrocarbon recovery tank shall be checked for the presence of hydrocarbons after
each rain event. In the event that hydrocarbons are noted the hydrocarbons will be
recovered to the slops tank for reprocessing.

•
•

FOY certainly expect fugitive hydrocarbons, despite their assertion that all will be captured and
combusted.
One can reasonably expect that if hydrocarbons can escape, dioxins and halogens can escape.
Page 45:
"Feedstock quality control is integral to maintaining product quality and ensuring compliance with
relevant emissions guidelines. FOY has a contract with an independent supplier that requires the
feedstock commodity to be delivered to the facility within defined purity and physical tolerances as
detailed below: x Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) less than 5%.x Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) combined less than 1%x Organic and dust content less than 5%.x
Moisture content less than 15%.x No discernible putrescible material Odours from feedstock will be
a result of putrescible material building up."
That means daily throughput of up to 2 tonnes of PVC and PTFE is permissible.
•

•

Processing of PVC is linked with production of dioxins some of which can be
carcinogenic
(https://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/text_version/chemicals.php?id=84)
(https://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/text_version/chemicals.php?id=12)
Processing of PTFE (teflon) is linked with Perfluoroisobuytane
(https://www.fluoridealert.org/wpcontent/pesticides/teflon.decomposition.prod.htm).

The latter website states:
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"Overheating of PTFE generates fumes of highly toxic PFIB and poses a serious health hazard to the
human respiratory tract. PFIB is approximately ten times as toxic as phosgene [2]. Inhalation of this
gas can cause pulmonary oedema, which can lead to death. PFIB is included in Schedule 2 of the
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), as a result of the prompting by one delegation to the
Conference on Disarmament [3]. The aim of the inclusion of chemicals, such as PFIB was to cover
those chemicals, which would pose a high risk to the CWC. Subsequently PFIB, specifically, was
included in the final text of the CWC”
•

Please provide independent and accurate (and accountable) expert opinion on the proposal in
respect of the PVC and PTFE emissions.

PET IN THE WASTE SUPPLY
The EIS p 62 allows for 5% of PET (polyethylene terephthalate) in the waste supply.
•

Why is this?

As far as we know PET is recyclable. There should be none in the supply. Allowing up to 5% in the
waste supply would indicate lazy quality control by the supplier. Besides PET releases antimony
(antimony trioxide) whose effects are comparable to arsenic, and also phthalates which are linked
to lots of problems ranging from asthma and HADD to breast cancer and male fertility amongst
others.
Processing of PET is also a problem next to the PVC and the PTFE (teflon).
The EIS mentioned mercury in the plume products.
•
•
•

Where does that come from?
What steps have to be taken to destroy mercury?
What steps have to be taken to monitor for its release in real time?

It could well be a by-product from the PVC.
The community wants CSIRO chemists to assess the technology and provide definitive advice on
this threat.
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HAS CONSIDERATION BEEN GIVEN TO THE ACCUMULATIVE AFFECTS OF
POLLUTANTS?
It is not good enough for the ACT Government and FOY to merely rely on the singular nature of
this project. The accumulative effects of pollutants in this area will have a detrimental effect on
the environment and the community. We expect the Government to set FOY targets for pollutant
reduction over the life of the factory.
•
•
•

What targets have been set?
How do FOY intend to meet these?
What will happen if FOY do not meet these targets?

The EIS must include those existing and expected industries combined pollutants when giving the
Community the effects of adding this FOY project.
This extract from the EIS answers questions raised at the Rose Cottage meeting about whether
consideration was given to the other high polluters in the area including Downer’s
Asphalt/Bitumen plant:
"5.1.5 Hazardous air emissions from the facility, including cumulative impacts with
other developments in the air shed
The short and long term cumulative impact of hazardous and toxic emissions from
the facility include:
Human Health
•
•
•
•
•

Skin irritations
Eye irritations
Diminished organ function or failure
Increase in cancer rates among exposed humans reproductive and
developmental problems
Damage to the immune system interfere with hormone function

Damage to the environment
•

•
•

Interfere with the health of exposed flora and fauna”

We require every single aspect of these hazards to be detailed in the EIS and independently
assessed.
Such is the gravity of the potential consequences of this project, nothing less than an
independent body of the caliber and accountability of the CSIRO should be considered to
provide such a report and review.
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BUSHFIRE
Page 40 of the EIS lists the dangers of an accidental on-site fire as very high and a bushfire as high.
The community disagrees. The consequences for fire and/or explosion on site would be
catastrophic – to other businesses in Hume certainly, and possibly to residents in Gilmore
Chisholm and Macarthur, the AMC, and Tralee depending on which way the wind was blowing
(witness the Mitchell fire in 2015).
In classic risk management thinking, if the consequences of a risk occurring is catastrophic then
extreme mitigation measures are required. Page 39 list the high risk dangers as remote after
“mitigation measures”. We demand to know what measures these are – noting that they would
have to be considerable to take the danger from high to remote.
In a major fire, lasting more than the allowed 20 minutes of deluge collection in the bunds, spill
will run off straight into the headwaters of Jerrabomberra Creek. We think this is a serious error
from the EIS writers.
The ACT legislation states a mandatory 1500 metre separation.
The Victorian State EPA mandates a 2000 metre separation from other dwellings from all fuel
facilities.
•
•
•

Why has ACTPLA and the proponent chosen to ignore that clearly considered advice?
Is this FOY’s exploitation of the lack of planning control in the ACT?
The community wants to know why 1300 metres of separation from dwellings (and far less
from other businesses) is appropriate in this case?

We have looked at the site. We are concerned about the surveying skills of the EIS writers.
EIS p 21 states: "The topography surrounding the site is relatively flat, with an overall gentle slope
to the east and north towards the neighbouring industrial sites. Within the site boundary, the
topography is also relatively flat, however subtle changes in elevation control the flow of
stormwater runoff across the site. The site’s slope allows runoff on roadways to the first flush
system positioned in the northeast corner of the site."
Actually natural drainage is north-westward to westward, not east and northward, and toward a
swale drain and the headwaters of a southwestern tributary of Jerrabomberra Creek. We think the
error stems from EIS Figure 2 (black & white) which is not oriented toward north, compare with EIS
Figure 1 (coloured) which seems oriented northward.<EIS-WPTF_Figure 2, Site location_ not
oriented
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4f4a8ab155&view=fimg&th=15707644abbd0f59&atti
d=0.1.1&disp=emb&attbid=ANGjdJ9_oWRlHXDMpu7PMwbM5hazgphG42L7BLajMmTLNVVtEo3Io6tvp46JVRpUt5Tidp3qazFG1xZKJlePNFEMAV8dxuE0rlA7I2Zj9OWCSmjfxyswjvKKkPPMLw&s
z=w918-h698&ats=1473576012308&rm=15707644abbd0f59&zw&atsh=1
•
•

Please re draft this EIS using the correct topography.
Please explain why this was not checked by FOY? FOY has presented itself as highly
professional, trust worthy and very skilled and experienced in this area – so much so we, the
community, are told by FOY we should trust them. Please explain in what way the community
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should trust FOY in any aspect of this draft EIS – including the potentially life threatening areas
– when the basic topography of the proposed site is incorrect in their report?
The EIS p 58 describes the Hume horse paddocks as a significant fire danger. FOY/ESA may well
impose a fire control regime on the site which will make it unviable.
"The proponent acknowledges that an uncontained fire or explosion at the site ignited from an
external source would have serious consequences to the environment. The site at 36 Couranga
Crescent is bordered on the West boundaries by grazing land to the South and East by Roadways
and industrial block to the north. The grazing land presents a significant threat to assets on the site
in the event of a bushfire. Damage from bushfire to FOY assets could come from three sources,
Direct fire crossover, Radiant Heat, and Flying Embers."
Mitigating this risk will require fire control regimes on the Gilmore, Rose Cottage and Macarthur
horse paddocks.
•
•
•
•

Will FOY be provide such fire control regimes? If not why not ?
If not, who will be providing these fire risk mitigating regimes and at whose expense?
If FOY are providing these mitigating processes - we require details of these.
Will FOY be contracted to up hold these regimes and how will the Government ensure FOY
keep these control measures current ?

We request full details, verified by an independent fire risk expert, of all aspects of the fire
mitigation strategies.
ELECTROMAGNETIC STUDY
The ACT government did an electromagnetic (EM) study in the new Hume precinct for a possible
geothermal heat extraction system, like the one Geoscience Australia is operating at its Hindmarsh
Drive site. We think the outcome of the EM study was positive and the government made
arrangements for installation, or installed already, a borehole system covering multiple blocks, we
think 5 or 6. We think the nearby dam, just to the north of Section 21, Blocks 9,10,11, adjacent to
the Monaro Highway on Section 8/Block 5, may be the coolant pool for the geothermal heat
extraction system. Leakage from FOY's site(s) could interact with proper operation of this
geothermal system.
•

This possibility was not explained in the draft EIS. What has FOY done to investigate and
contain this risk?
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WHAT NEXT FOR THE SITE?
With a plot size of nearly 25,000 m2 there may well be space to add, now or in the future, one or
more of their indirectly fired gas turbines (IFGT) on site. IFGTs can be used to generate power
which can be sold commercially. The community is particularly concerned because FOYs internet
presence has indicated that they can burn tyres to run IFGT.
It would be easy to drill below the Monaro Highway for the cabling, they are just now drilling
below Isabella Drive for the electrical cable between the solar power station and the substation.
•
•
•

Was this a reason to locate the plant opposite Rose Cottage Inn?
What assurances does FOY offer the community that they will not in the future decide to
generate power on site for the purposes of selling for profit?
Was someone in the ACT government aware of an IFGT option when this particular plot was
offered?

Purdon Appendix R,page 2, Benefits 2.2, ao
• Potential for the ACT Plant to house FOY’s International Manufacturing.

It does appear that this is what the unused half of the Couranga site is destined for. Constructing
and testing of equipment and experimentation with new techniques.
•

What safeguards will there be on this?

The Purdon appendix showed 1 and 2 km zones around the Hume plant for Macarthur and
Gilmore, but not for Tralee. We have put similar zones on a map for the Tralee development. It
appears that Tralee will be worse in terms of distance and also with the east- west prominent
pollution zone along the base of Mount Pemberton, a distinct feature on all AUSPLUME maps.
•
•
•
•

What assurances does FOY offer the community that it will not add additional pyrolysis
reactors in the future?
What assurances does FOY offer the community that they will not exceed 200 tonnes
production per day?
What independent means of monitoring this will be put in place by the company?
What are the proposed consequences if FOY exceed this amount and breach assurances?
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DECOMISSIONING
It is of particular concern given that flame retardant materials are used in the construction of the
facilities and these are likely to be toxic in their own right.
The agreements for remediation and indeed all areas concerned with safety and environmental
mitigation measures will be obligations of any other company or business taking over from FOY
should FOY go into liquidation or move out of this area.
•
•
•

What is the planned life of the plant?
What assurances does FOY offer the community that they will remediate the site when
production closes?
We would like complete and detailed plans, including costings, for decommissioning this site.
Please include insurance and other costs which will fall to the ACT Taxpayer if FOY become
insolvent or another reason exists where FOY cannot fully and safely decommission this site.

LOCATION
FOY was offered 3 sites in Hume. It could expand from the site it currently owns to the others. It
may expand production beyond 200 tonnes per day.
Location of its workshop, on block 11 adjacent to block 10 may be an indication that it intends to
do so. FOY could expand from its current block (HUME, Section 21, Block 11) into the adjacent
block (Hume, Section 21, Block 10) for production and construction, and across Courange Crescent
to (Hume, Section 29, Block 3) for an office block perhaps.
We have taken note that the site location image has a directional arrow pointing North-West
towards Canberra CBD at a distance of 13.8kms. This is disingenuous and creates a concept that
our concerns are purely local.
It would be more honest and appropriate to add arrows pointing to Fadden-Macarthur and
Gilmore-Chisholm, specifying the short distances, and showing the close correspondence with
prevailing wind directions.
•

Please provide a correct and accurate map of the positions and distances of existing and
intended residences, including a readable overlay of wind directions, inversion zones and
other accurate topography.

We note the EIS also indicates plans for construction of similar facilities for overseas markets.
CO2 EMMISSIONS
We did some calculations on carbon emissions based on publicly accessible data. The following
would be attributed to this projects fuel:
•
•
•

On the FOY slides, 1 tonne produced 1062 litres of fuel.
Diesel accounts for 2.68 kgs of CO2 in to the atmosphere when burnt. Petrol accounts for
2.31 kgs of CO2. (Source).
Let’s average that to 2.5 kgs CO2 when fuel gets burnt in a vehicle.
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•

FOY will process 200 tonnes of plastic daily, 24/7, 365 days per year or 73,000 tonnes
annually. Multiply the fuel output of 1,062 litres per tonne = 77.5 million litres of fuel per
year.

Burn that lot and the carbon emissions are
77.5 million x 2.5 kgs = 194 million kgs of CO2
•

Please detail the complete spectrum of emissions relating to every aspect of this proposal.

The section below may assist FOY to commence this process.
IT IS NOT ‘GREEN’ OR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Using an alternative means of calculating the Co2 emissions produces a very similar result. Punia
(2013) cites waste plastic pyrolysis to result in 60% gasoline and 30% diesel. The International
Carbon Bank & Exchange converter details:
•
•

432.63 litre of gasoline converts to 1 tonne of CO2;
366.25 litre of diesel converts to 1 tonne of CO2;

The FOY flyer states 1 tonne of plastic waste makes 1062 litres of road-ready fuel. Following Punia
this would be 354 litres of diesel and 708 litres of gasoline. This would convert into CO2 as
•
•

354/366.25 = 0.967 tonne of CO2;
708/432.63= 1.637 tonne of CO2.

Combined 2.604 tonne of CO2/day for 1 tonne of plastic waste.
Thus 200 tonne of plastic/day will generate 520.8 tonnes of CO2/day.
In a full year, assuming daily throughput of 200 tonnes/day, this will generate 190092 tonnes of
CO2.
The anticipated CO2 footprint for ACT in 2020 is 1911 kilotonnes. 190092 tonnes of CO2 produced
is 9.95% of this footprint. Added to this has to be the CO2 from the gasses produced, the fuel
burned, transport etc.
The waste plastic is a stable resource not contributing to the CO2 footprint, thus to be
environmentally friendly or prevent further pollution it is best to leave it as is and store it as future
resource.
Converting waste plastic back to fuel, means a double CO2 intensive process (oil to plastic and
plastic back to fuel, prior to burning it to CO2 and then quite possibly later, and quite
controversially for the high risk of unwanted consequences, having to suck the CO2 back out of the
atmosphere)
On top of this comes that their fuel will contain dangerous impurities, such as dioxin and
organohalogens that have not really gone into gaseous phase and have more or less bond to the
liquid. Further, whatever PVC/Teflon container load has been rejected for processing will have to
go landfill, quite possibly the Mugga tip. However, the PVC and Teflon is now shredded (20 mm)
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and granulated (grain size), thus it will steadily and easily release its dioxins and organohalogens
on the tip site, with the tip's methane gas collection system picking these dangerous toxins up, and
heating them in the methane burner, but in all probability not decomposing them, with the
"CALPUFF" winds then doing their best to concentrate behind the Isaacs and Fadden ridges the
toxins that are coming out of the burners exhaust stack.
EIS p 29 states: "FOY is currently in discussions with the ACT Government and the Director of
Public Transport at TAMS with regards to participating in the public tender process of providing
our waste plastic derived diesel to the public transport sector, specifically the ACT buses”
Thus the whole of Canberra will suffer from the impurities in the fuel that is consumed by these
buses. In all likelihood FOY's diesel will contain dioxins and organohalogens formed in the
production process but which have not made it into the free gaseous phase. That means that FOY's
dioxins and organohalogens are going to leave their mark around all of Canberra's main roads.
AIR POLLUTION
The pollution figures in the MJM Air Quality Impact Assessment are expressed in micrograms per
cubic meter, both for modelled values and for the Impact Assessment Criteria (IAC).
We suppose the modelled values are based on measurements from the Berkeley Vale plant. The
Berkeley Vale plant is operated at close to sea level, but the Hume plant will be operated at 630 m
the air is 7% less dense than at sea level, but the pollutants of the pyrolysis plant will be the same
amount whether omitted out at sea level or at 630 m.
•

Please provide an accurate and independently verified MJM Air Quality Impact Assessment
using the correct situation (height above sea level) of this proposed site.

Also the Canberra temperatures can vary between -5 and +40 degrees, corresponding with a
change of more than 13 percent in air density. I think changes in air density due to altitude and
temperature are cumulative. On a hot 40 degrees day in Canberra at 630 m, the air may be 20
percent less dense than at sea level at night.
•

Please provide an accurate and independently verified MJM Air Quality Impact Assessment
using the correct temperature variation of the proposed site.
Ergo to breath in the same amount of air
you will inhale 20% more pollutants

Clearly there is a health danger in operating a polluting plant at altitude and at higher ambient
temperatures rather than at sea level because of the idler atmosphere and thus then increased
intake of pollutants when breathing.
•
•

From the lack of accurate data contained in the draft EIS it does appear that this has not been
considered by FOY. Please detail how the correct information alters the study?
Did the ACT government realize this when they offered the site at Hume?

We pay enough rates to expect quality advice from ACT public servants. So we have some
concerns with the pollution data tabulated in the MJM assessment:
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•
•

Are we presented with data, both modelled pollution output and impact assessment criteria
that are properly corrected for altitude?
Is the gap between modelled pollution output and the impact assessment criteria sufficiently
large to cover pollution variations over the course of a hot day - cold night as we often
experience in Canberra?

This is one of the scoping statements in the MJM plume study (p11 MJM study) "The topography
of the site is relatively flat with the Bullen Nature Reserve Range 11 km to the northwest and the
Googong Foreshore approximately 12 km to the southeast. As the mountain ranges are a
reasonable distance from the plant facility site, and Group 6 emission limits will apply at each
emission point, the AUSPLUME dispersion model in a flat terrain is deemed appropriate."
MJM PLUME STUDY
The plume studies done in 2008/2009 for the gas-fired power station showed that AUSPLUME was
not appropriate as it has acknowledged problems with proper representation of pollutants when
the stack height is less than 100m (10 m in the FOY case) and in case of substantial topography like
the Fadden and Isaacs ridges. CALPUFF in contrast performed well and showed the effect of
pollutant concentrating eddies in the valleys behind the ridges. Given this experience the CALPUFF
model or a more modern equivalent model should have been used, not the AUSPLUME model
•
•

We require an independent and accurate plume study to be conducted using CALPUFF. Please
provide one.
Please commission an independent and auditable expert to conduct the study and report on
the findings.

Use of a "flat earth" variant of the AUSPLUME models, based on the distance to the Bullen Range
in the west and the Queanbeyan-Bungendore Ridge in the east, whilst ignoring the south Canberra
ridges, beggars belief and put a serious question mark to the judgment of the MJM modellers and
questions the validity of the entire AUSPLUME model study.
MJM plume study page 3 of the executive summary:
"It can be seen that when modelled at the Group 6 limits, the ground level concentrations of
Cadmium, Sulphuric Acid and Hydrogen Sulphide did not meet the specified IACs. However given
that FOY Group believe there is no mechanism for significant amounts of cadmium to enter the
process, and FOY Group believe they can commit to a reduced emission concentration at the outlet
stacks for Cadmium, Sulphuric Acid and Hydrogen Sulphide to enable the processes to meet the IACs.
FOY Group believe the proposed process will be capable of meeting reduced emission concentrations,
and dispersion models were completed using reduced concentrations."
And this is based on an AUSPLUME model which may be inappropriate for the site and the stack.
AUSPLUME has been shown in the past to give incorrect, lower readings when applied for a stack
height below 100m (stack height for the pyrolysis plant is 10 m) and for terrain with substantial
topography such as Wanniassa Hills and Isaacs Ridge. Use of the CALPUFF is more appropriate for
such topography, but the outcome depends on how detailed a DEM (Digital Elevation Model) has
been used.
A coarse model (250 m grid in case of the CALPUFF study for the gas-fired power station under
samples the topography and thus underestimates eddy concentration of pollutants, eg for the
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upper Fadden, Macarthur etc). Geoscience Australia has a DEM available at 30m resolution ("1
second DEM"). Modelling companies may try to get away with a coarse grid to reduce the
computational process and they may do this in a deliberately misleading way. For instance in the
gas-fired power station CALPUFF study a too coarse grid was used for data input thus making the
outcomes unreliable, but the outcomes were then presented on a fine grid, suggesting some
accuracy in the modelling which was not really there.
Jerrabomberra Valley fogs in winter time. Smog from the nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds (NOX's and VOC's) with a dressing of sulphuric acid and hydrogen sulphide!
Looking at the figure of total solid particulates on page 29 of the study - firstly it shows that there
is not much of a reduction in particulates going west of the plant into Tuggeranong, which may be
worrying for the pm2.5 content. But what is missing may be more telling. The contours do not
extend to the ridges of Fadden and Wanniassa, leave alone Isaacs and Farrer. It is there where
downward eddies from eastern winds may crank up the concentration.
Don't forget all these heavy industries are additive - yet each text-book/computer modelling study
is based on each industry isolated from its neighbours. The asphalt/bitumen plant was established
in Monaro Industrial park across the road (the old sawmill site) and began operations in 2011.
Then there's the existing gas-fired generators at the Mugga resource centre, burning methane in
converted 12 cylinders Diesel engines to generate power that is used for various operations at the
tip.
•

As none of the studies we have seen shows real world compound emissions across all the
neighbouring industries, we request a study which demonstrates existing pollution and a
second study for comparison which demonstrates adding this new project.

Conclusion.
FOY has presented a proposal to the community to build a fuel refinery by placing hard plastics in
multiple reactors. The plastics will come from NSW, Queensland and Victoria. The fuel will be
stored on site before being trucked out. FOY have been open about stating the ACT was picked for
this site because it has less restrictive environmental laws and the Government planning and land
development agencies are less rigorous than in other states. FOY has been less candid and
consistent about detailing the pollution and negative environmental and social impacts this project
will or could potentially have on the ACT. This EIS is written in high level technological language
which is difficult to understand and contains mistakes, absences, inconsistent information and
uses incorrect topography etc. In their limited engagement with the community FOY has been
inconsistent and emotive. In their engagement with the media, FOY has been inconsistent and
emotive.
The community requests that we have a new EIS from FOY as it did not follow the instruction in
the legislative instrument (scoping document) stating: “The EIS must be written in plain English
and avoid the use of jargon as much as possible”. This should be re-written and have those
necessarily technical areas explained in plain English to allow a wider audience to interpret and
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respond. The EIS should contain all accurate information required under an EIS which is absent
from this one – including specific data referring to the actual site, topography, wind and water
directions, local existing and proposed residences etc relevant to the proposed site. We recognize
that gaining independent and accountable reports from such respectable bodies as the CSIRO will
take time and we look forward to receiving a timetable from FOY on when those can be expected.
No building or construction should commence until all of this requested information has been
gathered, analysed and debated and all independent reports have been compiled and a risk
analyses has been conducted and assurances been given and consequences for breaches been
detailed, agreed and disseminated… and after all that building should only commence if the
conclusions to all those reports are that this project is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not detrimental in any way to the environment and health and wellbeing of Canberrans
Is minimal danger of fire, and toxic waste
Is consistent with the carbon reduction and green ambitions of the government of the ACT
Is a benefit to the ACT directly
Will not ruin or harm the NCA plan for the ACT
Will not disrupt or cause harm to existing or proposed residences
Will not disrupt or cause harm to existing or proposed community groups
Will not disrupt or cause harm to existing or proposed businesses in the area including Rose
Cottage or the solar farm or the data centre.

This submission is made by CPR Inc, a registered association in the ACT (Association registration
number: A04736) on behalf of its members and supporters and represents a wide cross-section of
residents in the ACT. CPR Inc was formed in April 2008 to respond to governance, environmental
and health threats from poor planning principles in Canberra.
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